
Journalism Interns
CampNova Internship

hiring@campnovaonline.com

We're looking for a team of writers or reporters to join our fast-paced, digitally focused
team for 10 weeks for fall 2021. The intern will receive training and mentoring but also
hit the ground running, covering a variety of stories and multimedia assignments.

Content writing and content creation are the focus of internships, with an emphasis on
culture, entertainment, social media in the cannabis space. However, there are
opportunities to pursue other topics depending on interest and experience. The ideal
candidate will hustle and work quickly while seeking to engage readers online through
the smart use of social media, graphics and charts, and alternative story forms. We are
looking for a team of writers with high standards who can collaborate well, has excellent
communication skills and are comfortable providing and taking feedback. The position
requires a passion for developing visionary ideas, commitment to journalism ethics and
principles.

Requirements:
Junior Content Writers must be currently enrolled in an accredited college or university
and taking at least one class. College credit is also available. This position is part-time
and on a Monday-to-Friday schedule. The intern should be available to travel to our
Long Beach area office using a personal vehicle, transit or other means.

What we're looking for:
● Someone who can report and write news articles.
● Enhance stories by conceiving of photo and video opportunities and developing

infographics in collaboration with the photo, design and digital departments.
● Receive training and mentoring from editors and colleagues across departments.
● Someone eager to find and chase good stories, while engaging online readers

through compelling headlines and multimedia.
● Strong writing skills are important, as is a strict dedication to accuracy and ethics.
● Strong written and verbal communication skills.
● Excellent communication, time management, proofreading skills.
● The intern must be able to self-manage, handle tight deadlines.
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● Newsroom experience: We are looking for someone who has some newsroom
experience; previous internships are preferred, but not required.

● Candidates must possess an urgency in reporting breaking news for digital and
print.

● Must be able to build rapport with sources and leads.
● The ability to speak and write Spanish is a plus, but not required.
● Someone willing to collaborate with others.
● Strong attention to detail.
● A growth-oriented mindset takes initiative and ownership of their work.
● Dedication and demonstrated interest in a career in journalism or content

creation.
● Experience with content ideation and creation.
● The intern must be able to self-manage and handle tight deadlines.
● Must have reliable transportation.
● The ability to speak and write Spanish is a plus, but not required.
● Digital and social media experience is a plus.
● Is active in social media and knows current trends.

What’s in it for you
● We provide college credits.
● This will help you build a career, make connections and basically get your foot on

the door with the cannabis industry.
● Professional training and guidance to help you gain the right set of skills,

knowledge and experience to grow into the role.
● Being mentored and trained without losing your autonomy - we allow you to

explore and come up with ideas in getting things done.
● You get treated as a valuable member of the team and not as an intern, your

ideas and work matter here.
● Very cool and nice office with a supply of snacks.
● You'll have your own work desk.


